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Dogs in Cars
The pure joy of a dog with his nose to the
horizon, in a moving car--captured on the
page.First we had dogs underwater, then
dogs shaking off that water?so why not
dogs soaking up the exhilarating pleasure
of a car ride? Photographer Lara Jo Regan
began her pet project as a calendar, but the
response was overwhelming and absolute:
Her technical photographs of cruising
canines, with tongues hanging and ears
flapping, became a global Internet
sensation.The energy in the photographs is
impressive and visceral. In order to get
these shots, Regan constructed a special
light affixed over the roof of the car, a
harness that allowed her to lean out of the
window, and various other contraptions to
make the images come to life. The book is
laugh out loud funny and youll want to
share it with everyone you know. Its
full-speed
happiness.
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Laws on Transporting Dogs in Cars - Pets If you guessed smashing the windows of cars with dogs left inside, then
congratulations on being in tune with the latest sport of do-gooders : Dogs in Cars (9781581574203): Lara Jo Regan:
Books Having your dog in the car while you are driving could lead to a huge fine and as many as NINE penalty points
on your licence. With so many Does your dog have a seatbelt on? If not, you could be breaking the WHAT is the law
surrounding saved an animal trapped inside a car during hot weather? Do you have any rights to smash a window and
can Bills would criminalize leaving dogs in hot cars Michigan Radio The Official Dogs in Cars website to showcase the
photos in the Official DOgs in Cars Calendar and book series. Photography by Lara Jo Regan. Do you need to restrain
your dog in a car when travelling? Vetwest Finally, a loose dog in the car can be a distraction to the driver. People
often pet their dogs while driving, among other things, and even a moment of distraction 16 States With Laws To Protect
Dogs In Hot Cars - BarkPost : Dogs In Cars (9781909263871): Felix Massie, Emmanuelle Walker: Books. Dogs in
Cars: Adorable Photos of Dogs Enjoying Their Ride Bored For most dogs, seeing the world from a moving vehicle is
right up there with enjoying unlimited belly rubs, startling UPS drivers and being left When travelling with dogs it is the
owner or custodians duty to ensure the animal is transported appropriately and provided with its essential needs,
including Dogs In Cars - YouTube Do you travel with your dog in the car? More than a quarter of owners fail to secure
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their pets before setting off in the car, increasing the risk of an accident and Dogs in Hot Cars and on Hot Pavement
PETA State laws vary about who can rescue dogs trapped in hot cars during the summer.
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